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Select a quote card of your choice.

Introduce yourself to someone you 
don’t know and share the card you 
chose.



Individual reflection:

What were the characteristics 
of your most successful 
professional collaboration?



Form groups of three people. 



The first person speaks for 65 seconds.

The others listen without speaking. 



Everyone reflects silently for 15 seconds.

Note making is optional. 



The second person speaks for 65 seconds.

The others listen without speaking. 



Everyone reflects silently for 15 seconds.

Note making is optional. 



The third person speaks for 65 seconds.

The others listen without speaking. 



Everyone reflects silently for 15 seconds.

Note making is optional. 



The group has five minutes to discuss 
common themes or experiences.

This is not a time to add
additional themes
or ideas.



What did you discuss?

What were the characteristics 
of your most successful 
professional collaboration?



Context







Performance effectiveness

ü teacher-directed 
observation 
(of learning)

ü innovation coaching

Quality education 
framework

ü learning focused
ü input, output and 

outcome data

Logical framework

ü problem of practice 
ü root cause analysis
ü theories of action

Action research

ü research-informed 
innovation

ü qualitative and
quantitative data



Problem of practice

In the context of education, a 
problem of practice is something 
educators care about changing in 
order to make their students more 
successful learners.



Hierarchy of change

1. Leaders’ conversations change 
2. Teachers’ conversations change 
3. Teachers’ behaviors and actions change
4. Students’ experiences change
5. Students’ attitudes, beliefs and learning 

behaviors change
6. Student achievement changes
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Hierarchy of change
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Sphere of action

influence

concern

action



Problem of practice

The problem of practice is 
identified by reviewing student 
progress data and the relationship 
between teaching practices and 
student learning experiences and 
outcomes.





Problem of practice

Criteria:
ü Authentic and urgent
ü Data-informed
ü Strategic
ü Practice-focused



Problem of practice



Problem tree



Problem tree



Problem of practice

What’s the 
problem of 
practice?

Record the problem of practice in 
the central of the diagram.



Effect on experience and behavior

What is the 
effect of the 
problem on 
learners’ 
experiences, 
attitudes, 
beliefs and 
learning 
behaviors?

Respond to this 
question five times?

Respond to this question five times.



Causes

What are the 
causes of 
each of 
these?

Why are 
they 
occurring?

Record all relevant causes.



Effect on progress and achievement

What is the 
effect of all 
of these on 
learner’s 
progress and 
achievement?

Record the unrealized learner outcomes.



Objective tree

The 
objective 
tree is a 
“positive” 
restatement 
of the 
problem 
tree.



Objective tree



Objective tree

Restate the 
problem of 
practice as 
the 
purpose.



Objective tree

Restate each 
negative 
learner 
experience 
or behavior 
as a learner 
goal. 



Objective tree

Restate each 
cause as an 
action.

Actions may 
be repeated. 



Objective tree

Restate each 
negative (or 
neutral) 
learner 
outcome a 
positive 
learner 
outcome.



Next steps

Formulate a “theory of action”

Which actions will I take to address 
the learner goals and achieve the  
learner outcomes?
How will I organize these so that 
they are coherent and practical?



Next steps

Develop an evaluation plan

What baseline, formative and 
summative data will I collect to 
understand the results of the 
actions I have taken?



Next steps

State a research question 
(optional)

How will summarize the theory of action

with describe the target learners

improve describe the learner outcomes ?



Next steps

Map a timeline

How does this intervention fit 
within my wider teaching 
responsibilities, my professional 
growth plans and the academic 
calendar? 



Observe

Think

Wonder



Thank you.
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To download this presentation and the handouts go to: 
https://bit.ly/2ztPnhD


